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ABSTRACT
The notion of BCK-algebras was formulated first in 1966 by K. Iséki Japanese

Mathematician. In this paper we will discuss Homomorphism and
Isomorphism Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras and its proposition.
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INTRODUCTION

BCK-algebra is originated from two different ways.
One of the motivation is based on set theory, another
motivation is from classical and non-classical proposi-
tional calculi. Here we will discuss Homomorphism and
Isomorphism Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras and its
proposition.

DEFINITION OF HOMOMORPHISM AND
ISOMORPHISM

Definition

Suppose )1,;( H and )1,;( H are two Hilbert

Algebras in BCK-algebras. A mapping HHf : is

called a homomorphism from H into H  , if for

any Hyx , ,

)x(f)y(f)xy(f  .

Definition

Suppose )1,;( H and )1,;( H are two Hilbert

Algebras in BCK-algebras. A mapping HHf : is

called a homomorphism from H into H  , if for

a n y Hyx , , )()()( xfyfxyf  ,

and HHf )( , }:)({)( HxxfHF  , then f is

called an epimorphism. If f both epimorphism and one-

to-one, then f is called isomorphism.

In case HH  a homomorphism is called an en-
domorphism and an isomorphism is referred as an au-
tomorphism.

The set of all homomorphism from H into H  is de-

noted by ),( HHHom  ,usually ),( HHHom ,
because it contains the one homomor-
phism: HH :1 .

For any ),( HHHomf  , and any empty sub-

set HH 1 , the set

}H)x(f:Hx{)H(f 11
1




Called the inverse image of 1H under f .

In particular, })1({1 f is called the kernel of f .

Note }1)(:{})1({1  xfHxf .
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Theorem

Suppose HHf : is a homomorphism, then

(1) 1)1( f ,

(2) f is isotone.
Proof

B e c a u s e

111)1()1()11()1(  ffff , (1)
holds.

If Hyx , , and yx  , then 1 xy , by(1)

1)1(f)x(f)y(f)xy(f  ,

hence )()( yfxf  ,proving(2).

Theorem

Suppose )1,;( H and )1,;( H are two Hilbert

Algebras in BCK-algebras. Let 1H be an ideal of H  ,

then for any ),( HHHomf  , )( 1
1 Hf  is an ideal

of H .

Proof

By theorem1.1(1), )(1 1
1 Hf   . Assume

that )( 1
1 Hfxy   , and )( 1

1 Hfy   , then

 )xy(f)x(f)y(f )H(f 1
1  , )H(f)y(f 1

1 
 .

It follows that 1)( Hxf  , so )( 1
1 Hfx   . This

say that )( 1
1 Hf  is an ideal of H .

Since }1{  is an ideal of H  , we have

Theorem

)( fKer is an ideal of H .

Definition

Suppose H is a Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras,

a proper ideal 1H of H is called obstinate, if for

any Hyx , , 1, Hyx  , implies 1Hxy  ,

1Hyx  .

Theorem

Suppose H is a Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras,

1H is an ideal of H , the following are equivalent:

(1) 1H is obstinate,

(2) 1H is positive implicative and maximal,

(3) 1H  is implicative and maximal.

Theorem

Suppose H is a Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras,

1H is an ideal of H , the following are equivalent:

(1) 1H is obstinate,

(2) 1H is maximal,

(3) 1H is Prime

(4) 1H is irreducible.

Theorem

Suppose H and 1H are two Hilbert Algebras in

BCK-algebras, 1H is a proper ideal of H , then for any

Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras H  there

exists ),( HHHomf  such that 1)( HfKer  if and

only if 1H  is obstinate.

Proof

Suppose 1H  is obstinate, we define










1

1

HHxa

Hx1
)x(f

where a is any fixed element of 1H , and 1a , In order

to ),( HHHomf  .

If 1, Hyx  , then 1Hxy  as xxy  ,

hence 1)(  xyf . On the other hand

111)x(f)y(f  ,

Therefore )()()( xfyfxyf  .

If 1, Hyx  , then 1Hxy  , because 1H is obsti-

nate, and so 1)(  xyf . On the other hand

1aa)x(f)y(f  ,

It follows that )()()( xfyfxyf  .

If 1Hx , 1Hy , then 1Hxy  , and so

)x(f)y(fa1a)xy(f  .

If 1Hx , 1Hy , then 1Hxy  as xxy  ,

hence
)x(f)y(f1a1)xy(f  .
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Summarizing all the above we

know ),( HHHomf  , and
1

1 )1()( HffKer   .

Conversely, suppose that for any Hilbert Algebras

in BCK-algebras )1,;( H , there exists

),( HHHomf  such that 1)( HfKer  .

Assume },1{ aH  , in which is given by

aa1  , 1111aaa  .

then )1,;( H is a Hilbert Algebras in implicative
BCK-algebras.

By the hypothesis there

exists ),( HHHomf  such that 1)( HfKer  , then

HHaf  )(1 .

For any HHyx , , we

have ayfxf  )()( .
so

1aa)x(f)y(f)xy(f  ,

1aa)y(f)x(f)yx(f 

This shows that 1Hxy  , 1Hyx  ,

hence 1H  is obstinate.

Theorem

Suppose ZYX ,, are three Hilbert Algebras in

BCK-algebras, let YXh : be an epimorphism

and ),( ZXHomg . If )()( gKerhKer  , then there

exists a unique homomorphism ZYf : such

that ghf  .

Proof

For any Yy , there is Xx , such that )(xhy  .

For x , put )(xgz  ,

Xxxxhxhy  2121 ,),()( , then

1)x(h)x(h)xx(h 1212  ,

so )(12 hKerxx  .

S i n c e )()( gKerhKer  ,

then )()()(1 1212 xgxgxxg  .

Similarly, we obtain 1)()( 21  xgxg , there-

fore )()( 21 xgxg  , this show that f is well-defined,

and )(),( xgzxhy  and zyf : , im-

ply ))(()( xhfxg  .

Let Yyy 21, , for any Xxx 21, , such

that )( 11 xfy  and )( 22 xfy  . We have

))x(h)x(h(f)yy(f 1212 

))xx(h(f 12 

)xx(g 12 

)x(g)x(g 12 

))x(h(f))x(h(f 12 

)y(f)y(f 12 

Hence ),( ZYHomf  .

HOMOMORPHISM THEOREM

Definition

Suppose H and 1H are two Hilbert Algebras in

BCK-algebras, then there exists an

epimorphism HHf : , then we call H to be homo-

morphic to 1H , written HH ~ ; if there exists an iso-

morphism HHf : , then we call H to be isomor-

phic to 1H , written HH  .

Propositions

(1) HH  ,
(2) If HH  , then HH  ,

(3) If 21 HH  and 32 HH  , then 31 HH  .

Theorem

Suppose H is a Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras,

if 1H is an ideal of H , then the quotient algebra HH  is

a homomorphic image of.

Proof

Let HHHf : , because )(HfHH  .

then HHH ~ .

Theorem

(Homomorphism Theorem)Suppose H and 1H are

two Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras, if HHf : is
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an epimorphism then 1)(/ HfKerH  .

Proof

Because )( fKer is an ideal of H , then )(/ fKerH
is a Hilbert Algebras in BCK-algebras, and

)(1 fKerC  .

Assume HfKerH )(/: and )()( xfCx  .

In the following we proof that  is an isomorphism.

If yx CC  , then )(, fKeryxxy  , so

1)yx(f)xy(f  ,
1)y(f)x(f)x(f)y(f  .

By BCI-4we

have )()( yfxf  and )()( yx CC   . This shows

that is a mapping from )(/ fKerH to H  .

For any Hy  , there is Hx , such

that )(xfy  , so

y)x(f)C( x  ,

hence HfKerH )(/: .

If yx CC  , then yx, do not belong to the same

equivalent class. Thus )( fKeryx 

or )( fKerxy  .

Suppose )( fKerxy  , then

1)()()(  xyfxfyf .

So )()( yfxf  . This says that  is one-to-
one.Since

)C()C()x(f)y(f

)xy(f)C()CC(

xy

xyxy



 

,

so is a homomorphism, putting the above facts to-
gether we know that  is an isomorphism

from )(/ fKerH to H  .

Theorem

If HHf : is an epimorphism, then the follow-
ing are equivalent:

(1) )( fKer is a commutative(positive implicative, im-
plicative) ideal,

(2) }1{ is a commutative (positive implicative, implica-

tive) ideal of H  ,
(3) H   is a Hilbert Algebras in commutative(positive

implicative, implicative) BCK-algebras.

Proof

)3()2(  Because )( fKer is a commutative ideal

of H is equivalent to )(/ fKerH being a Hilbert Alge-
bras in commutative BCK-algebras. Suing Homomor-

phism Theorem we obtain HfKerH )(/ , and

so )3()1(  .

Theorem

If HHf : is an epimorphism, if H is bounded
(commutative, positive implicative, implicative), then so
is H  .

Proof

If H is bounded (commutative, positive implicative,

implicative), then so is )(/ fKerH .

Since HfKerH )(/ , by Homomorphism Theo-

rem, H   is bounded (commutative, positive implicative,
implicative).

Theorem

If HHf : is an epimorphism, and 2H is an ideal

of H  , then 21 HHHH  and )( 2
1

1 HfH  .

Proof

The natural homomorphism from H  to 2HH  is

denoted byv , then fv  is an

Epimorphism from H to 2HH  , we now

prove )()( 2
1 HfKer  .

For any Hx ,

then )())(())(()( xfCxfvxfvx  .

where )( xfC is the equivalent class

containing )(xf in 2HH  . Suppose )( 2
1 Hfy  ,

then 2)( Hyf  , so 2)( HC yf  . This

says 2)( Hy  , hence )(Kery , thus we obtain

)()( 2
1 KerHf  .
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Let )(Kerx , then 2)( Hx  . Combin-

ing )()( xfCx  , we have 2)( HC xf  .It follows

that 2)( Hxf  , and so )( 2
1 Hfx  . This means that

)()( 2
1 KerHf  .

Therefore )()( 2
1 KerHf  .

by Homomorphism Theorem

2/)(/ HHKerH 

Hence 21 HHHH  .

Theorem

If HHf : is an epimorphism and )(HR  .

If RfKer )( , then RRff  ))((1 .

Proof

Obviously ))((1 RffR  .Assume ))((1 Rffx  ,

then )()( Rfxf  .Thus there is Ry , such

that )()( yfxf  , so

1)x(f)y(f)xy(f 

Hence R)f(Kerxy  .

Noticing that )(HR  , then Rx . There-

fore RRff  ))((1 , hence RRff  ))((1 .

Theorem

Suppose H is a Hilbert Algebras in BCK-

algebras, 21, HH are two ideal of H and 12 HH  ,

let 2/: HHHv   and

)//()/(/: 2122 HHHHHH   be natural homo-

morphism, then
)H/H/()H/H(H/H 2121  .

Proof

Let ff   , then f is an epimorphism

from H to )//()/( 212 HHHH . Hence

)H/H/()H/H()f(Ker/H 212 .
Since

}H/H)x(f:Hx{)f(Ker 21 ,

so
11

1 ))(()( HHfffKer   .
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